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The AdS/CFT correspondence

N = 4 Super Yang-Mills theory ≡ Superstrings on AdS5 × S5

strong coupling (semi-)classical strings
nonperturbative physics or supergravity

very difficult ‘easy’
weak coupling highly quantum regime
‘easy’ very difficult

� New ways of looking at nonperturbative gauge theory physics...
� Intricate links with General Relativity...
� Has been extended to many other cases
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In this talk I will concentrate on some recent applications to

quark-gluon-plasma physics...

Many other applications...

c.f. plenary talk by Zvi Bern
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Why use AdS/CFT for quark-gluon plasma physics?

Problem:

� QCD plasma produced at RHIC/LHC is most probably a strongly
coupled system

� Nonperturbative methods applicable to real time dynamics are very
scarce

� Conventional lattice QCD is inherently Euclidean

AdS/CFT works equally well for

Minkowski and Euclidean signature

– study similar problems in N =4 SYM
– generalize later to other theories
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N = 4 plasma versus QCD plasma

Similarities:

� Deconfined phase
� Strongly coupled
� No supersymmetry!

Differences:

� No running coupling −→ Even at very high energy densities the
coupling remains strong

� (Exactly) conformal equation of state −→ Perhaps not so bad
around T ∼ 1.5− 2.5Tc

� No confinement/deconfinement phase transition −→ Even at very
high energy densities the coupling remains strong

One can pass to more complicated AdS/CFT setups and lift the above
differences
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Why study N = 4 plasma?

� The applicability of using N = 4 plasma to model real world
phenomenae dependes on the questions asked..

� Use it as a theoretical laboratory where we may compute from ‘first
principles’ nonequilibrium nonperturbative dynamics

� Gain qualitative insight into the physics which is very difficult to
access using other methods

� Discover some universal properties? (like η/s)

� For N = 4 plasma the AdS/CFT correspondence is technically
simplest

� Use the results on strong coupling properties of N = 4 plasma as a
point of reference for analyzing/describing QCD plasma

� Eventually one may consider more realistic theories with AdS/CFT
duals...
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The AdS/CFT description

Aim: Describe the time dependent evolving strongly coupled plasma
system

↓
Describe it in terms of lightest degrees of freedom on the AdS side

which are relevant at strong coupling

↓

ds2 =
gµν(xρ, z)dxµdxν + dz2

z2
≡ g5Dαβdxαdxβ

↓
Compute the time-evolution by solving (numerically) 5D Einstein’s

equations

Rαβ − 1
2
g5DαβR − 6 g5Dαβ = 0

↓
Extract physical observables (like �Tµν(xρ)�) from the numerical

geometry
8 / 20
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What physics can we extract?

� Asymptotics of gµν(xρ, z) at z ∼ 0 gives the
energy-momentum tensor Tµν(xρ) of the
plasma system

� We can test whether Tµν(xρ) is of a
hydrodynamic form...

� We can check for local thermal equilibrium

� The area of the apparent horizon defines for
us the entropy density

� We observe some initial entropy
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Point of reference: heavy-ion collision at RHIC/LHC:
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Key question:

Understand the features of the far-
from equilibrium stage of the dynam-
ics of the strongly coupled plasma
system
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Study I Evolution of boost-invariant plasma from various initial
conditions at τ = 0. No transverse dependence

M. Heller, RJ, P. Witaszczyk, 1103.3452 [PRL 108, 201602 (2012) (physics)

M. Heller, RJ, P. Witaszczyk, 1203.0755 [PRD 85, 126002 (2012)] (technical details)

Bjorken ’83
Assume a flow that is invariant
under longitudinal boosts and does
not depend on the transverse
coordinates.

Questions:

1. When does hydrodynamics become applicable?
2. Is Tµν there approximately isotropic?
3. What characterization of the initial state determines its transition to
hydrodynamics?
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1. As a measure of energy density introduce the effective temperature
(≡ temperature of a thermal system with the same energy density)

2. Form the dimensionless product w ≡ Teff · τ
3. For all initial conditions considered, viscous hydrodynamics works
very well for w ≡ Teff · τ > 0.7

(natural values for RHIC: (τ0 = 0.25 fm, T0 = 500MeV ) assumed in
[Broniowski, Chojnacki, Florkowski, Kisiel] correspond to w = 0.63)

4. The plasma system is described by viscous hydrodynamics even
though it is not in true thermal equilibrium — there is still a
sizable pressure anisotropy

∆pL ≡ 1−
pL
ε/3

∼ 0.7
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Initial entropy turns out to be a key characterization of the initial

state

1. There is a clear correlation of produced entropy with the initial
entropy...

2. Similar conclusion holds for e.g. (effective) thermalization time (un-
derstood here as the transition to a viscous hydrodynamic description)
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Study II Behaviour of high order dissipative hydrodynamics
M. Heller, RJ, P. Witaszczyk, 1302.0697 [PRL 110, 211602 (2013)]

1. Hydrodynamics is an expansion in gradients(derivatives), with new
transport coefficients appearing at each order

2. 240 terms in the (boost-invariant) expansion were extracted from
AdS/CFT

3. The hydrodynamic expansion has zero radius of convergence!
4. Singularities in the Borel plane:

correspond to lowest nonhydrodynamic degrees of freedom
5. No singularities on the real axis suggest the existence of a Borel
resummation

c.f. Lublinsky, Shuryak on linearized resummation
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Study III Evolution of boost-invariant plasma with radial flow
W. v.d. Schee, 1211.2218 [PRD 87, 061901 (2013)]

1. Evolution from Glauber model like initial conditions at τini = 0.12 fm
(radius ∼ 6.5 fm)

2. Very good agreement with hydrodynamics from τ = 0.35 fm (away
from the edges)

3. Radial velocity profiles extracted
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Modelling a collision

What projectiles to use in N = 4 SYM?

� RJ, Peschanski suggested to use planar shockwaves

T−− = µ δ(x−)
�
or T−− = f (x−)

�

� Explicit and simple gravity dual
various analytical explorations: Grumiller, Romatschke; Kovchegov, Taliotis

� No transverse pressure/QS ???

Pioneering numerical study:

Chesler, Yaffe, 1011.3562, [PRL 106, 021601 (2011)]

1. Relatively thick shock waves
2. Full stopping scenario emerges
3. Remnants move away with
v < c
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Study IV Thick and thin shock-wave collisions
J. Casalderrey-Solana, M.P. Heller, D. Mateos, W. v.d. Schee, 1305.4919

talk by M.P. Heller, this conference

1. The character of the collision significantly depends on the
thickness of the shock-wave (width in x− relative to energy per unit transverse area)

2. For thick shock-waves, full stopping is recovered
3. For thin shock-waves, fragments move at speed of light with regions
of trailing negative energy density

similar to analytical picture of Grumiller, Romatschke

4. Gaussian rapidity profile at mid-rapidity
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Study V A hybrid study of central nuclear collisions
W. v.d. Schee, P. Romatschke, S. Pratt, 1307.2539

1. Model a nuclei by a thin shock-wave with realistic radial size
2. Use numerical relativity solution in AdS/CFT for the pre-equillibrium
stage

3. At the transition to hydrodynamics, this provides initial conditions
for subsequent hydrodynamic evolution

4. Use standard realistic viscous hydrodynamic for hydrodynamic flow
and kinetic theory for the low-density hadronic stage

5. Excellent agreement of light particle spectra with ALICE results
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Summary

� AdS/CFT provides a very general framework for studying
time-dependent dynamical processes

� The AdS/CFT methods do not presuppose hydrodynamics so are
applicable even to very out-of-equilibrium configurations

� AdS/CFT may fill in gaps in our knowledge of the early
nonequilibrium stage of plasma evolution

� We can get novel qualitative insight
� Move closer to model realistic collisions
� Still lots of questions and extensions...
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